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Spaceballs cast vinnie

American screenwriter and actor Rudy De Luca is an American screenwriter and actor best known for his work with filmmaker Mel Brooks. In April 1972 he opened The Comedy Store with Sammy Shore. [1] Cinematography As author The Carol Burnett Show (1967) (TV) The Tim Conway Show (1970) (TV) The Marty Feldman Comedy
Machine (1971) (TV) Silent Movie (with Mel Brooks, Barry Levinson and Ron Clark) (1976) High Anxiety (with Mel Brooks, Barry Levinson and Ron Clark) (1977) Peeping Times (1978) (TV) Caveman (with Carl Gottlieb) (1981) Transylvania 6-5000 (1985) (also director) Million Dollar Mystery (with Tim Metcalfe and Miguel Tejada-Flores)
(1987) Life Stinks (with Mel Brooks, Steve Haberman and Ron Clark) (1991) Dracula: Dead and Loving It (with Mel Brooks and Steve Haberman) (1995) The Good Bad Guy (with Ezio Greggio) (1997) Screw Loose (with Steve Haberman) (1999) Big Finish (with Martin Guigui) (2012) As Actor Year Title Role Notes 1971 The Return of
Count Yorga Lieutenant Madden The Marty Feldman Comedy Machine various characters 1972 The Mary Tyler Moore Show Nightclub Manager Episode : But seriously, Folk 1976 Silent Movie Executive 1977 High Anxiety Braces 1980 Fatso Pat Manarino 1981 History of the World, part I Primate / Caveman / Capt. Mucus 1985
Transylvania 6-5000 Lawrence Malbot 1987 Million Dollar Mystery Money Counter Spaceballs Vinnie 1991 Life Stinks J. Paul Getty 1993 Robin Hood: Men in Tights Party Guest 1995 Dracula: Dead and Loving It Guard 1997 The Good Bad Guy Vince 2003 National Lampoon's Gold Diggers Uncle Walt 2004 Curb Your Enthusiasm Rudy 2
Episodes 2008 Spaceballs: The Animated Series Vinnie / Fort Lox Checkpoint official (voice) 5 Episodes As producer Peeping Times (1978) (TV) As director Peeping Times (1978) (TV) Transylvania 6-5000 (1985) ^ Higgins, Bill (June 1, 2017). Hollywood Flashback: When the Comedy Store helped put L.A. on the map. The Hollywood
reporter. External links Rudy De Luca on IMDb This article about an American screenwriter is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Downloaded from Edit Avaruusboltsit (1987) [Spaceball I approach Winnebago] Colonel Sandurz: We close in on them, sir. In less than a minute, Lone Starr will be ours. Dark Helmet: Well! Get
ready to attack! Colonel Sandurz: Prepare to attack! Dark helmet: on count of 3. 1...2... [Winnebago goes into hyperspace] Wait! What happened? Where are they?! Colonel Sandurz: I don't know, sir! They must have hyperjets on that thing! Dark helmet: And what do we have on this thing? A Cuisinart?! Colonel Sandurz: No, sir! Dark
Helmet: Reach, find them, catch them! Colonel Sandurz: Yes, sir! [turns on microphone] Prepare the ship for light speed! Dark helmet: No-no-no, light speed is too slow! Colonel Sandurz: Light speed too slow? Dark helmet: Yes, we have to go straight to ... Ridiculous speed! [The entire crew gasps in horror] Colonel Speed?! Sir, we've
never gone this fast before! I don't know if the ship can handle it! Dark helmet: What's wrong, Colonel Sandurz? Chicken? Colonel Sandurz: [voice breaks hard] Prepare the ship - [assembles itself] Prepare the ship for ridiculous speed! Fasten all seat belts, seal all entrances and exits, close all stores in the mall! Cancel the circus with
three rings! Secure all animals at the zoo---! Dark Helmet: Give me that, your petty excuse for an officer! [Taking the microphone] Now hear this! Ridiculous speed! Colonel Sandurz: Sir, didn't you better buckle up? Dark helmet: Ah, buckle this. Ridiculous speed! Dob [Dark Helmet screams as he grips the handrail as he is lifted up into the
air by momentum. Meanwhile, various warp paths appear on the screen, and there are characters lighting up indicating LIGHT SPEED, RIDICULOUS SPEED, and a flashing ridiculous speed sign] Dark Helmet: What have I done?! My brain goes into my feet! [Spaceball I pass Lone Starr's Winnebago, leaving a trail of plaid light behind
them] Barf: [he and Lone Starr quickly duck] WOW! What the hell was that? Lone Starr: Spaceball I.Barf: They've gone to plaid! Dark Helmet: We passed 'em! Stop this thing! Colonel Sandurz: We can't stop, it's too dangerous; We need to slow down first! Dark Helmet: Bullshit! Just stop this! I'll order you! STO-O-O-P! [Sandurz fights and
when a lever is labeled Emergency Stop: Never use. As he pulls it, he immediately stops Spaceball I. Helmet goes flying forward while screaming, into a control panel, denting it and his helmet seriously.] Colonel Sandurz: Are you okay, sir? Dark helmet: [slightly dazed] Fine. How did you feel? Colonel Sandurz: Very good, sir. I'm glad you
were wearing a helmet. Dark helmet: yes.colonel Sandurz: What are we going to do now, sir? Dark helmet: Have we stopped? Colonel Sandurz: We're stopped, sir. Dark helmet: Good. Why don't we take a five-minute break? Colonel Sandurz: Very good, sir. Dark Helmet: Smoke if you got 'em. [Falling over] This article is about the movie.
For the TV series, watch Spaceballs: The Animated Series. For other uses, see Spaceball (ambiguity). Ridiculous speed redirects here. For Tesla vehicular mode, see Tesla Model S. Plaid speed diversions here. See the Tesla Roadster (2020) to see Tesla driving mode. 1987 US science fiction parody film by Mel Brooks
SpaceballsTheatrical release poster by John AlvinDirected byMel BrooksProduced byMel BrooksWritten byMel BrooksRonny GrahamThomas MeehanStarring Mel Brooks John Candy Ricknis Bill Pullman Daphne Zuniga Dick Van Patten George Wyner Joan Rivers Music byJohn MorrisCinematographyNick McLeanEdited byConrad Buff
IVProductioncompany BrooksfilmsMetro-Goldwyn-MayerDistributed byMGM/UA Communications Co.Release date June 24, 2017 1987 (1987-06-24) Running time96 minutes[1]CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishBudget$22.7 million[2]Box office$38.1 million[3] Spaceballs is an American fiction-comedy film from 1987 1987 produced
and directed by Mel Brooks. Starring Brooks, Bill Pullman, John Candy and Rick Moranis, the film also features Daphne Zuniga, Dick Van Patten, George Wyner and the voice of Joan Rivers. In addition to Brooks in a supporting role, the film also features Brooks regulars Dom DeLuise and Rudy De Luca in cameo appearances. The film's
surroundings and characters parody the original Star Wars trilogy as well as other sci-fi series and popular films including Star Trek, Alien, The Wizard of Oz, 2001 and The Planet of the Apes. It was greeted with a mixed reception. It has since become a cult classic[4] and one of Brook's most popular films. Plot Planet Spaceball, led by the
incompetent President Skroob, has spilled all its fresh air. Skroob schemes to force King Roland of the nearby planet Druidia to give them the code for the shield that protects Druidia so they can steal all their air, by kidnapping his daughter Princess Vespa on the day of her arranged marriage to the narcoleptic Prince Valium. Skroob
sends the villainous Dark Helmet to complete this task with Spaceball One, an impossibly huge ship helmed by Colonel Sandurz. Before they can arrive, Vespa abandons her wedding and flees the planet in her Mercedes spaceship with her droid of honor, the Dot Matrix. Roland contacts mercenary Lone Starr and his mawg (half-
husband, half-dog) sidekick Barf, who offers a lucrative reward to retrieve Vespa before she is caught. Lone Starr easily accepts as he is in great debt with gangster Pizza the Hutt. In their Winnebago spaceship, Eagle 5, Lone Starr and Barf are able to reach Vespa before Spaceball One, rescue both her and Dot, then escape. Spaceball
One tries to keep up with light speed, but Hjelm orders the ship at ridiculous speed, causing it to exceed the escapees by a great distance. Out of fuel, lone starr is forced to crash-land on the nearby desert moon Vega. The escapees travel on foot in the scorching sun and pass out. They are found by Dinks, a group of diminutive sparkly
brown-clad aliens, and are taken to a cave occupied by a sage named Yogurt. Yogurt introduces Lone Starr to Schwartz, a metaphysical power parodying the Force. Yogurt also introduces audiences to the film's merchandising campaign. Starr and Vespa start flirting, but Vespa insists she can only be married to a prince. Helmet and
Sandurz break the fourth wall using a VHS copy of Spaceballs to discover the Vespa location, and Helmet orders Spaceball One to the moon. Spaceballs catch Vespa and Dot, and return with them to the planet Spaceball. Their captors threaten to reverse Vespa's nose job, forcing Roland to give the code to the shield that protects
Druidia. Hjelm and Sandurz take Spaceball One to Druidia, while Lone Starr and Barf rescue Vespa and Dot from the Spaceballs prison complex. When they arrive in Druidia, Spaceball One transforms into the Mega Maid, a Statue of Liberty-like robot girl with a vacuum cleaner. The vacuum is then lit, sucking the air out of the planet.
When the vacuum bag is almost full, Lone uses Starr Schwartz to reverse the void and blow the air back on the planet. Once the air has returned to the planet, Lone Starr and his allies enter the Mega Maid and try to destroy it. The Lone Starr is forced to fight helmet with lightsaber-like Schwartz rings near the ship's self-destruct button.
Lone Starr defeats Hjelm, causing him to involuntarily hit the button. Lone Starr and his friends escape the ship while Skroob, Hjelm, and Sandurz fail to reach any escape pods in time, trapping them in the robot's head as the ship explodes. The ensuing crash-land on a nearby planet, much to the chagrin of its Planet of the Apes-like
population, and possibly give another meaning to that film ending. With Lone Starr's debt to Pizza cancelled by the gangster's untimely death, he returns vespa to Roland and leaves, taking only enough money to cover his expenses. After a lunch break at a diner, and a strange incident involving an alien and an astronaut similar to the
events of Alien, Lone Starr finds a final message from Yogurt, informing him that he is a prince, and thus entitled to marry Vespa. He reaches Druidia in time to stop his wedding to Valium, announces his royal lineage, then marries Vespa. Cast Bill Pullman as Lone Starr (based on Luke Skywalker and Han Solo) John Candy as Barf
(based on Chewbacca) Daphne Zuniga as Princess Vespa (based on Princess Leia) Mel Brooks as Yogurt (based on Yoda) / President Skroob (based on Emperor Palpatine) Rick Moranis as Dark Helmet (based on Darth Vader) Dick Van Patten as King Roland George Wyner as Colonel Sandurz (based on Grand Moff Tarkin) Michael
Winslow as Radar Technician Dot Matrix (based on C-3PO) is portrayed by: Joan Rivers, who gives her voice Lorene Yarnell, giving her on-screen physical performance Ronny Graham as Minister Jim J. Bullock as Prince Valium Leslie Bevis as Commanderette Zircon Jim Jackman as Major Asshole Sandy Helberg as Dr. Irving Schlotkin
Brenda Strong as Nurse Gretchen Rudy De Luca as Vinnie Dom DeLuise as the voice of Pizza the Hutt (based on Jabba the Hutt) John Hurt makes a cameo appearance credited as himself , parody his character Gilbert Kane's death in the film Alien (1979). [5] Various actors and comedians perform in unnamed roles, with Sal Viscuso,
Michael Pniewski, Stephen Tobolowsky, Robert Prescott, Tom Dreesen, Rick Ducommun, Rob Paulsen, Tommy Swerdlow and Tim Russ all appearing as soldiers of the Dark Helmet. Further unnamed appearances include Ronny Graham as wedding minister, Dey Young as a waitress, Jack Riley as a newsman, Ken Olfson as head
usher, Bryan O'Byrne as organist and Brenda Strong as a nurse. Denise Gallup as Charlene, Dian Gallup as Marlene, Ed Gale, Felix Tony Cox, Antonio Hoyos, Arturo Gil and John Kennedy Hayden star as Dinks (based on Jawas). [6] [6] When Brooks developed Spaceballs, he wanted his parody to be as close to the original as possible.
Although the Yogurt character (Mel Brooks) mentions merchandising in the film, Brooks's deal with George Lucas on parodiing Star Wars was that no Spaceballs action figures are done. According to Brooks, [Lucas] said: Your [action figures] are going to look like mine. I said OK. [7] [8] Brooks also had Lucas's company handle post-
production, saying: I played ball with the people who could have said no. Lucas later sent Brooks a note saying how much he loved the film, including its story structure,[9] and that he was afraid that [he] would break something from laughing. [8] Pullman got the role of Lone Starr when Brooks and his wife Anne Bancroft saw him in a play
— he had never seen Star Wars before filming. [10] Brooks had tried unsuccessfully to sign big names like Tom Cruise and Tom Hanks for the film. Pullman said, I think [Mel] was hurt, that they didn't pick him up on it ... but then it attracts [ed] two of the great comics at the time: John Candy and Rick Moranis. Once it was secured, he said,
Heck, I'll get someone nobody knows! And I got a chance to do it. [11] Zuniga initially found Brooks's movie parodies too crass and not too funny, but after working with Brooks, she said, I have this picture of Mel as completely wacko and out for lunch. And he is. But he's also really insightful, really sensitive in ways that get actors to
respond. [12] Music An official soundtrack was released on Atlantic Records on LP, CD and Cassette, with many of the songs heard in the film, as well as three score words by frequent Brooks collaborator John Morris. The track list is as follows: Spaceball's Main Title Theme - John Morris My Heart Has a Mind of Its Own - Jeffrey
Osborne and Kim Carnes; the song was made into a hit in 1990 by Sally Moore (US AC #42). [13] Heartstrings - Berlin Spaceballs Love Theme (Instrumental) - John Morris The Winnebago Crashes/The Spaceballs Build Mega-Maid - John Morris Spaceballs - The Spinners Hot Together - The Pointer Sisters Good Enough - Van Halen
Wants to Be Loved by You - Ladyfire In 2006, La-La Land Records released Spaceballs - The 19th Anniversary Edition CD of the film's score, with bonus tracks of alternate takes and tracks not used in the film. [14] Release Box office The film had an estimated budget of $22.7 million, and ultimately grossed $38,119,483 during the race in
the United States, earning $6,613,837 on the opening weekend, finishing behind Dragnet. [15] Critical reception A helmet from the film at a congress in Stockholm The film has received mixed reviews from critics. Rotten Tomatoes reports that as of 2020, 56% of critics have given positive reviews based on 41 reviews with an average
rating of 6.4/10. The website's consensus reads; There are fine spoofery and hilarious characters in Spaceballs, though it's a long way from Mel Brooks's Era. [16] For another notification notification Metacritic, which awards a rating out of 100 top reviews from mainstream critics, the film got an average score of 46%, based on 14 reviews.
[17] Many critics agreed that while it was funny, making a Star Wars parody ten years after the original film had been released seemed meaningless. Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times gave the film 2.5 stars out of 4, and noted: I enjoyed a lot of the film, but I kept thinking I was on a revival... it should have been done several years
ago before our appetite for Star Wars satires was completely exhausted. [18] The film won worst picture at the Stinkers Bad Movie Awards in 1987. [19] Home media Spaceballs were first made available on VHS and LaserDisc in February 1988; they were published in the late 1990s. The VHS edition was published twice. the latter edition
was presented in widescreen. Meanwhile laserdisc also obtained a comment track with Brooks; this was transferred to DVD and Blu-ray releases. The film was first released on DVD on 25 October 2015. This version also included the manufacture of ... documentary and a collectible making-of-booklet. The film was then released in the
Collectors Edition on 3 October 2015. This edition contained several extras, including documentary and video conversation about making the film with Brooks and Thomas Meehan. On August 1, 2012, the 25th Anniversary Edition was released on Blu-ray, which includes many of the same bonus features as the 2005 DVD release with the
addition of a new featurette. [20] An Ultra HD Blu-ray version of the film will be released on 12. [21] Animated series and possible sequel Spaceballs were developed into an animated TV show that debuted in September 2008 as Spaceballs: The Animated Series at G4 (US) and Super Channel (Canada). [22] [23] Moranis claimed in a
2013 interview that he and Brooks had discussed a potential sequel, with Moranis beating the title Spaceballs III: The Search for Spaceballs II. But he and Brooks were unable to structure a deal that would allow the project to move forward. [24] In February 2015, Brooks said he would like to make a sequel to be released after the next
Star Wars film and hopes moranis would repeat his role. This proposed film, Brooks said, could be called Spaceballs 2: The Search for more money. [25] But in February 2020, Bill Pullman said during an interview with Daily Blast Live, It's up to Mel. Ask him if he has too much money, and that's why he doesn't. [26] Impact Spaceballs has
made a difference to popular culture and has been used as a referent and inspiration in other properties. Tesla Motors has used Spaceballs' shooting speed speeds (Light Speed, Ridiculous Speed, Ludicrous Speed, Plaid Speed) as inspiration to name their acceleration modes. As a tribute to Spaceballs, Tesla has ridiculous state of
acceleration beyond its Insane Mode and Plaid Mode, Ridiculous. [27] [28] As part of merchandising, The Boring Company sold 20,000 flamethrowers in 2018[29] inspired by Spaceball's merchandising scene. [30] Props A 1⁄12-scale model of Winnebago, Eagle 5, was auctioned on 11. [31] The model was created by film special effects
designer, Grant McCune, who also created models for Star Wars and Star Trek. [31] The model makes an appearance early in the film with the introduction of Barf and Lone Starr. [32] The model, along with other special effects artifacts from then-films such as Masters of the Universe and Jaws: The Revenge, was shown at Chicago's
Museum of Science and Industry in the summer of 1988. [33] References ^ Spaceballs (PG) (CUT). British Board of Film Classification. July 14, 1987. Downloaded September 18, 2016. ^ Spaceballs (1987) - Box office / business. Imdb. ^ Spaceballs (1987). Box Office Mojo. August 18, 1987. Downloaded August 12, 2011. ^ Spaceballs -
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